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Savage alien planet. Oppressed barbarian tribes. Currupt emperor. Deadly woman warrior.

Gladiators and slaves. Battle axes and hand blasters. Monsters and heroes - and the Incredible

Hulk! Let the smashing commence!
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Greg Pak directed his first feature film "Robot Stories" which has played nationwide and won over

30 festival awards. With clients including Nike and Marvel Comics, he edits FilmHelp.com and

AsianAmericanFilm.com. One of Filmmaker Magazine's 25 Filmmakers to Watch, Greg studied

political science at Yale, history at Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar, and film at NYU's

graduate program.Gary Frank writes songs and poetry, plays guitar and works a day job in

corporate America. He lives outside Trenton, New Jersey.

Probably the best thing about this hulk story is how self contained it it. You could hand this to

someone who's never read hulk before, and as long as know who he is, the story will work. The

story itself is also really good, if abit simple at face value. The hulk wakes up on a distant planet,

and is drawn into a war against the evil king. That's perhaps overly simplistic, but it gets the general

idea across. I really liked each of the supporting cast, and how each of them react to the hulk over

the course of the book.This collection also has a good deal of other material after the actual planet

hulk storey is over. There's an issue of an anthology series that gives the origin of Amadeus Cho,

but dispute his being a supporting character for the hulk he has little to do with the planet hulk story,



and the rest of that issue is random mini stories.

The series does a great job exploring the hulks character through his simplified views giving a much

greater meaning to his title of worldbreaker. There are several filler comics that some have ancillary

relation to the hulks storyline but do not really add anything. It feels like a chapter is missing

between hulk leaving the red kings planet and the final days of Bannon on earth.

The reason I loved reading the "Planet Hulk" graphic novel is because it's a wild ride, colorfully

drawn, full of imagination, and just plain fun. It reminds me of some of the comics I read as a child,

where the action was fast, the monsters were furious, and the panels were filled with vivid scenes

that engaged the imagination.Hulk is one of the best characters, but he doesn't get a chance to cut

loose and do some serious smashing as often as I'd like to see. This is the perfect adventure for

him- thrown into a violent, alien world, where his opponents are varied, many, and nearly as

powerful as him. It's a planet ripe for smashing, and nobody does it better than Hulk! Kudos to the

writer and the artist both, for "Planet Hulk" is a blast. It would make a great gift for any comic fan, but

also for a young boy who is reluctant to read- this would undoubtedly draw him right into the strange

world of Hulk!

I just finished reading my spectacular HC edition of this story and I just loved it! Not only was this

one of the best Hulk stories I've ever read, the story is a great read for any sci-fi fan, such as myself.

The story is well-written, it introduces a wealth of new characters, is beautifully illustrated, and it has

action that just won't quit. What's more, it sets up for the sure-to-be-a-smash summer event of 2007

- World War Hulk. I'll impatiently wait for the collected edition of that story, as well, as I can't wait to

see Hulk get some revenge on the people who shot him off into space.I think Future Imperfect

remains my all-time favorite Hulk story, but this story comes pretty close to it, and I'll bet some of my

friends will like this one better. If you have any comic-reading friends who are not Hulk fans, lend

them this book! There's no way they couldn't be a Hulk fan after reading this great collection. You

don't need to have any prior knowledge of this title or main character to really enjoy reading this

book. If I could give it six stars, I would! This story was way, way better than any of the DC Comics

storylines that were running around the same time, and well worth the money! Between this and

Annihilation, Marvel has really been pleasing its sci-fi-loving fans, lately!

It had an interesting concept, a world all for Hulk where Hulk can just be Hulk, but its ruined bc we



cant have the Hulk not be on Earth, bad ending. That's the problem with Universe/Character comics

they never have a happy ending, always in conflict so much so that sometimes the way the author

goes to introduce said conflict makes no sense at all.

the best hulk story line out there. Read now before the Thor Ragnarok movie comes out, where they

steal some of this source material.

One of the best HULK stories ever, like it's crazy (Hulk having sex LOL) but great read and really

does a great job making the HUlk come alive as a character. Also this is a thick book, actually worth

the price, beautiful artwork and a great long story

Fun read - collection of the Planet Hulk comics...no wonder he was "ticked" when he made it back to

Earth.
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